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A stability and control study of at Small Rocket Litt Device WaS
performe4 employing analytic methods. W 4thomatical definition of the
operator#s control actuation logic and visual orientation sensing capabil-
ities were formulated. Theose together stith the equations of motion of the
system- were proframmed for an IBN 764 digital computer and pitch plane
trajectories were computed. Additionally, a yaw plane trajectory and a
one degree of freedom roll dynamics program were run on an IBM 610 digitcl
computers

The operator was assumed to apprise himself of his orientation through
visual reference to the ground. Thrilst Airection and magnitude were con-
trolled by the manipulation of hand levers, The linkage of those controls
was varied to determine the effect on stability and control. It was determined
that controllable flight could be achieved for the man-vehicle system studied.

The effects of CO shifts wind, a severe body contortion$ variation

of flight rules# and temporary loss of thrust were investigated.*.-

i II. ITIOMJCTION

This report describes a stability and control study performed as a
part of a feasibility study of a "Small Rocket Lift Device" (5RLD) Dermg_.....
by the Aero et Sstm Division for the U. So Army Transpor ;ationh Research
and 'lng no*ring Comman ja n -irao-L Certain weight
and dimensional and motor per ormnce aa definng thI' dy a*e was extracted
from other portions of this study. Additionally a Human .tinoering Study
performed under this contract contributed information concerning the physical
characteristics of the operator of the device (Reference 1).

Since the objective of the study was to determine the feasibility of
a device of this type rather than to oraocisely predict the optimum vehicle
performance, this stability and control study is directed toward determining
whether a eystem oonfi~luration may be defined which allows safe# controllable
rlight, It was felt that ortimiming the operator's actions was neither
necessary nor deqirable, The computed flights# therefore, do not show either
the performanoe of an optimum system or the optimim performance of the selected
system. It vill be found that this report departs somewhat from the class.

* ical form of reportinrn in which the method of approach is first presented
independent of the results, This was found desirable since this study in-
volved both the determination of a method of analysie, and the generation
of a satisfactory vehicle feometry. The capabilities of the vehiole and the
operator# which might# in part, more properly be considered results, in-
fluence the form which the method of analysis must take. It was thertfore
considered adviuoable to introduces along with each point of the develop-
ment of the method of analysisp that item of vehicle or operator capability
which determined the fom of' that portion of the analysis. It is felt that
this form of presentation will be the most meaningful.

Page I
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Sinces the objective of the basic study was to investigate the overallfeasibility of a SRLDg other factors besides stability and control had to

be considered in establishing a syrstem conriguration. Thus# this etability
and control study was directed toward investiqating a general configuration
,Yhioh satisfied the requirements of low cost and weight, compactness#

. \�%q~.~litys and performance potontial"

The Configuration which was considered consists of two pressus-fed
liquid monopropellant motors mounted to a back pack which supports all
vehicle components. A single throttle controls the propellant.•Ow.. to both
motors while a thrust differential between the motors is effected by employing
a flow dividin'i valves Thrust vectoring is effected through both gimballing
of the nozzles and the use of a jetavator. rhtensione of the pack structure
on each side of the operator bring the hand controls to a position convenient
to the operator.

0 DISOUSION\

A. OPPRATOR CAPABILITY

In order to perform a quantitative study of the dynamics of a
guided airborne systom, it is necessary to define# in mathematical languages
the guidance and control systems. In the case of the small rocket lift
device, the operator performs the Suidam e ond control actuation functions.
It is apparent that the complexity of the entire study is Uargely a function
of the complexity of the equations defininj the operutor since the equations
of motion are for the meot part invariant from system to system. For this
reasons considerable attention was given to the oierator oharacteristios
before a method of solution was selected.

One of the first choices which had to be made was between a
skilled and a relatively untrained operator. Obviouslyp the less skill

I. assumed on the part of the operator# the more conserv.ti 9 the results of
the stu* becomes Additionally it was felt that a tudy which assumed a min-
imum of operator capability would be the most productive in pinpointing the
areas in which preflight training was required end indicating the degree
of proficiency which would be acceptable. for sofe free flight operation.
For these reasons, it was decided that an unskilled operator would be used
as the mathematical model.

In order that the operator's response p•ttern be defined, it
becomes necessary to resort to analogy. Fortunatolyo a close analogy to
this type of vehicle exists in the automobile# for which the behavior pattern
of an unskilled operator is well Manoims Additionally, the frequency of con-
trol manipulations is of the same order of maqnitude as would be exnected
for the small rocket lift device. One of the criteria which specifically
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definas the form which the oolution must take is the denres to which
the operator anticipatos future events. To determine this$ oonsideration
is given to the analogy. "Learning the brakes" is one of the first acoom-
plishments of the student driver, and this is effected quite rapidly. The
application of pressure to the brake control is far from smooth and no
Attempt is made to "fa.•cher" the control, but the judgement of the point at
which braking action should be initiated in order to atop at a further so-
looted point is quite good after only a few tries. The assumption has,

1 ~ therefore# been made that the operator of the SRW). is canable of anticioating
his stopping point for a braking maneuver executed at some position and
velocity$ The transition time to move from the accelerating to the brakrig
c configuration has been assumed not to enter into his calculations. Certain
maneuvers which the operator must perform will have to be made familiar to
him during a training period in some sort of a tether rig. Among these is
the braking maneuver. As in the case of the student driver, the potential
SRLD operator will have to learn the brakes, This mst be done for both
horisontal and vertical flight,

Other than the braking distance estimation, the student driver
does not appear to anticipate to any great Mogree, but rather operates the
controls until conscious of a condition of overeorrection, at which time he
institutes a control reversal. (It should be pointed out here that the
absence of wldly erratic steering operation should not be taken as an
indication that feel is immediately developed upon first encountering a
control, Rather, it appears to be an indication that the student has
developed some feel through observation of more exnerioenoed operators of
the vehicle over a period of time. The control of the Gas and clutch pedals

* is a much better example of this over-control effect since the student is
* much less aware of the exnerienced operator's utilisation of these controls,

they being much less visible than the steering wheel). The assumption was
made that a similar condition existed for the operator in this s*udy, There
is some reason to believe that an operator would ga n. some feel for the
system even in the short time consumed by a single 'lights However, in order
to keep this study conserva•tive, it was assumed that no feel developed$ and

L ' that the operator would either apply the maximum possible amount ot force
14• 'to the controls or release them. There are two considerations involved in

arriving at this type of response pattern. One is that if the operator has
no feel for the controls# a response pattern must be introduced to him which
does not involve gain. The other consideration is that the inexperienced
operator is liable to panics and attention should be given to the mode of
operation which would be likely in this condition. One response pattern
which does not require feel for thm entire systempwhieh may be introduced
to the operatorp is the application of a constant level of force to the
controls in response to a sensible error. Obviously, any force level except
maximum would require some practice to develop a feel for the control by
itself, although free flight experience would not be necessary for this.

Page 3
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It might be expected that an inexperienced operators if he were to decide
he was losinj control, would panic; and in this state would apply the

- maximum possible force to the controls to attempt to correct an increasing
error* In light of these considerations, it appears that the SRI) should
be designed so. that satisfactory flights may be performed when the maximumSpossible control forces are anplati in response to sensible errors$ and that 4
the operntor be trained to operate the vehicle, initiallyin this mannor.
The force which the operator applies was assumed to be equal to the force
which 95% of all potential operators would be capable of applying.

The author has observed, for the purpose of testing the validity
of the description of the student drivers automobile control response

pattern, several drivers, both experienced and inexperienced# in several
automobiles with different control oharaoteristics, The observed performance

*T.• indicaths that the description is valid.

Be R1'8PONS•, PATTRN

If feel were developed, the operator might be expected to apply
a control force which was linearly proportional to the error being cor-
rected (Reference 2), If we define the position error as A. then we can
define the control moment which would be exerted as H ÷ a a It

"C would probably be negligible in any case and would be ignored in a study
io•oud•gn feel (Reference 2). Considering only one tem of the right
member (C A is chosen for this example) we would show a variation of moment

-d withrL al shown in Figure la. (C is assumed negative). Since the operator
is limited in the &ite of the momeRt he can apply, the 4 vs curve must
be modified as shown in Figure lb. Additionally$ there is a threshold level
of error,11s, p below which the operator would not be conscious of an error,
and therefore would apply no moment. This results in a response curve of

p • the form shown in Fijure lo (these figures are not to scale)s An analogous
development would detormine the response curve for the A term. The unfor.
tunate part of adding this elaboration to the study is that we cannot,
with any degree of confidence, assign values to C and 0 the Rains. One
could determine the values which most enhanced ths comp;ted performance of

- the system but these would be optimum values and it would be overly opti-
mistic to assume that the operator would develop optimum conditioned response
to the system at a rapid enough rate to satisfy safety requirements. ]is
possible, however, to assume that the operator is instructed to apply the
maximum possible force to the controls as moon as an error is perceived.
While this will lead to an over-control condition, the type of flight path
which results may he predicted and control (Ieometry chosen to allow safe
flight within this fromemork. This approach was taken in this study. If a
successful flights primnrily a safe one, may be accomplished this ways, then
any "feel" developed would only enhance the performance. The control response
for a "no skill" type of system would be that shown in Figure Id.

Page 4
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The question will naturally arise as to how different the flight
predicted by the "no feel" systeM Will be from that expected from a oysten
in which the operator has developed a certain amount of feels This must
be answered in two parts:

If the flight is completely "on design"' it is to be expected
that the two syetems will differ groatly since, the oncillations about 'correct
attitude values which are expected in a system with an unskilled operator

Jr ~would be slight in a system in which the operator has pert at feel. However$
It may be seen that in a system In which errors were liable to increase
rapidly to a magnitude requiring maximum contro~ forces the integrated control
Moment over a time T, considering gain.J "M4 M

Is not too different from M.,a T once the error is introduced, and the dynamics
of the two oases is quite similar.

(The increase of the error, after the correction is initiated,
in large compared to that luring the reaction tune)s This would indicate2 that once a large attitude or rate error had occurred, the behavior of thesystem with feel would, at least for a portion of the flight, be quite
similar to the behavior of the system as her'ein defined. It may be mentioned
that, a linear representation is valid only for a system with random input#

-~ since the experienoed operator would otherwise anticipate future errors#

C. VTHXOLr' GOP n~RY
A aeneral vehicle geometry mv'ot$ of course# be defined in order

that performance and at.-bility may be determidned, The first obvious reqaairem
ment is that the operator must be capale of leaving the ground. Trhis may
be accomplished in two wars if rockets aire employed,, The first is to pro-

* vide some vertical thrust component which is smAller than the operator's
weight so that when he Jumpe up, his time off the ground in increased and
he may translate horiuontally while free of ground contact, The disadvantage
of this system is that the operator cannot to any groat degree control his
vertical position and may return to the ground at a rather disadvantageous
positions The other posaibility Is to provide a vertical thrust component
which is somewhat larger than the operator's weight so that he may control
his time off the ground Within the limihs of the duration of Uis propellant
supply* This system promises both inrora1sed performance and improved safety
and is the one considered in this study. It ia felt that a prototype vehicle
which is basically what is convidered hmrein should have a thruat not too
much greater than the operator's weiitlht since a vehicle mith high levels of
upward aceoloration available miaht "run away" with an Inexperienced operator.
The maximum thrunt of the vehicle which was considernd In this study is taken
to be lo11 times as great as the takeoff weight# however, the effect ofLI: increases in thrust on Performance has been investigated, and shown promise
of considerably enhancing performance. The takeoff weight of the man-OLD
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system considered herein is 280 pounds including 45 pounds of propellant.

Sincep with a low thruct to woi,,lt rAtio, climbing performance
will be quite poor, it may be expected that the system will operate in close
prcximity to the ground. High downward accaler.¶tions are therefore neither
desirable nor necessary for flexible performance. Also, it is desirable to
keep the thrust level above the point At which unstable enqine operation
might occur. Since the inability of the operator to obtain thrust when
desired might have dangerous conseouencesj it Is felt inadvisable to attempt
restarts in the air since a large portion of motor failures occur at ignition.
Additionally$ since# as will be discussed later in more detail$ the motors
which provide the vertical thrust components are also employed to provide
other of the required torces and moments, it is considered desirable that
the ratio of full thrust to Idle thrust not be too great. Since all of these
considerations indicate the desirability of a fairly high idle thrust, a
ratio of full to idle thrust of 21l was selected. The computed performance
results showed this to be a satisfactory ratio. The linkage controlling
the thrust was designed and the value of idle thrust as yielded by this
design was 157 pounds, compared to a maximum value of 310 pounds. (A pro.
pellant load of 45 pounds and an lsp of 100 seconds were assumed in this

Istudy).

The attitude which the operator assumed was next considered.
It was felt that the operator would be the most at ease in a head-up
attitude# so the performance requirements were considered to determine whether
the system could be so constructed that this attitude itas feasible. It was
determined that the drau at 60 miles per hour which speed the operator
would certainly not wish to exceed, was only 92 pounds for the operator
flying forward and essentially uprirht. Since the thrust deflection angle
required to develop thini value in horisontal thrust (with a total thrust of
310 pounds) is only oome eleven nnd a half degreea, there is certainly no
reason to require larger pitch ',ngles from this standpoint. The horilsontal

d aoceleration corresnondinp, to this thrust level, at takeoff weight, in 7.13
ft per sec2 which the resulto hive indicated is quite adequate. The legs
would hang down below the operators since restraininR them in the sitting
position would reqire additional system weir.ht and would only deteriorate
their value as shock absorbers during landing. Additionally, as was de.
ternmined durinr? the computer study, some motion of the leps will be required
durinl, the flight to trim out the CO shift as propellant in utilired, or
the fore and Aft pitch control torquos become markndly an'mietric. (This will

* have to be n trained rosponoes but this should be posniale before froe
flight is attempted).

* It is now apparent that the thrunt axis, when undeflecteds should
Sbe parallel to the vertical centerline of the operator. To prevent the thrust4 from exerting a torque about the 00, in the undeflected positions the thrust

axis must, of course, pass through the 00. Since the tankage and the bulk

Pe
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of the other system components are on the operators back, the combined 00
Sof the system is somwwhat above the operators waist and fairly far back,

so that if a single motor were mounted below the back paokp the thrust
axis might be arranged to pass through the system 00o, The alternative of

11 picing a single motor above the operator's head is nerlected for obvious
reasons. The objection to employing a ntinrle motor below the pack is the-!• difficultyv of, throug~h a simple device, obtaininn a torque about the vertical
axis to induce a yaWing motion without inducing roll and pitch moments. The

next alternative is to supply two motors arranged either fore and aft or
/side by side. The side by side disposition is chosen since the major
'expected motions of the operator may be expected in the plane containing
Ithe operators vertical axis of symmetry and his roll axis and arranging

r! the motors symmetrically -ibout this plane nllo,'s the use of motor gim-
ballings in a direction in which there is the le et possibility of the
exhaust impinging upon the onerator.

" p, To determine the form the remainder of the sys tem must take,
consideration was given to the flight plan which the operator is to beJ required to follow,

Do UPLVI'IVIV ffi0NTIPU)r. OF VA11 IIX OUS1TIONS .
Previous studies (See section on Human 'nrineering Refs. 1) have

shown that the time required for an operator to respond to a stimulus is
proportional to the number of different pieces of data thich make up the
stimulus# and the number of different controls which the operator must-make
a decision to manipulate in response to the stlitulus. It is thus apparent
that a vehicle which 6perated in a two dimensional format would require
somewhat less accuittv of reaction on the part of the operator than one which
"moved in three dimensions. Unfortunately# there is no way of restraining, a
"free flight vehicle to move only in two dimensions. It is posyibles howeVer,
to reduce the complexity of the decisions which the operator Is required to
make b,' speoifyinr flight plans for training which req'iire maneuvers to be
performed in what is basically a plane# with all other control motions used

1 only for the ourpose of restraining the flight to this plane. The operator,
'. 'then, is relieved of the roquirement of executing and coordinating several

simultaneous maneuvnrs. Conside.ring the fliRht time which is attainable with
this system (approximately 17 or 18 seconds as A maximum), it may be seen
that the number of mnneuver dinoihiona whioh the operator must make is quite
high compared to the flight times and if he should rret himself into a com-
"bination of attitudes ponition, and velocitins i9kich are incompatible with

1 • safe landing, he may well find that he has run out of nronellant before
he is able to sort out and correct the multitude of errors.

ICI
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Phe mishsion which It is most-desired for the SRWD to pci-form
is what is basicallv a long jump, This maneuver may be carried out, in the

absence of any perturhations of the desir.,n f lirhts onbirely in the pitch I
coplemitof thchhe corelain prvofsl stimulusse alusd control motion Cosieatio

haysbemn paraven to this vrinaeleatingo the poperdaxis of the monltorust

componet whihas suetermnefothatithe requtionetmentha could be oxteined
in apituctiong wheoprtre te th~e ofhreacto avectoe toreaod stieralu weree
Adntownanl corelmated beutatheofsense motrif theytmuu and iso timned ofa oitrn
ies ponanletiiptated would beha approiatchln torquseoaydbfor the aveag Th-
seaciled a operator, Avalu ofs beiter st26e oreviasused wilovry wontetien
copeintye varous coptrrouatione tof stmaueui and cento multiple Cofstheraptiong
interal, give ao vthicl in seeton the poperte thougho the monltionrof,

serIt oas determnedta the orlro ferrtor dretioe tanoud reqexirced
conastuoaefetion maer the tye freeactimoifen and the ye opeof controls wresoe
ikpovnead correlated#nl ift for alls oafso err the stmuu adirs timeof in hich
thre coantrolisatoed, movld ibehc sapomaey 1s tsatondwihteoto forcteaeae a
iskdeired, opraosdri(nvlu ofirtther co2ro orf2 horsona uefooveloctyandos-
rin(thirvartou rompide aroutwnrd tori cmaokenit For then mulipe of ah vehpuicne
intras If is opehicle intsopeae thaanitalvrtical axie rmanipsulaetionlof

* v~~ertiefcal ntrolsou then fhe cot, -lith thefmororso dispctose tatnd ena re stire
cothol drefpraletion thye vrertily axisth ranird fheorward ocnthrust cemponsen
woldhe cobtaolindo by moved is~totro xso the motor so that i hc the di-rlfoc
rsetionofted tstaeis! first thp aondro forfr (horiupnard thrusity composent
iinatrly ioneat h ul fgait) t is apparent that if theoprtrlaesogofwrdhei
wicnrllnh~ is oo arred so thatanitial thetrutia axis rmisnlas par-etallelt
vethca cotroul lror the rrwlrht, viettht the motiors sofdsoe thhcotrlb i.n aet
they same dirale tion the dertical motiono the vour'hIed (inar thiust casorponrd)
woul beaotisined. byIf~ the hra axis obutwhc thei motors pivo paat td diretl
retiong h C of the eetm thens noe torqu woulnd benr exe pwrtdabt thrus 00 net
andtherely wouldternoctsr i the pul fRaitcho Iclnt ion opaettaf thesstmUn

Sfortnateoly thke ca ins boungd to hift ahe phrolant Ais expndd a nway prletote
phertsrateionscsuch as aherodynamicorcad motion s bfte yp~ i the s o aeratorware )

bound to Induce upmettinrn moments which isill re~sult in changes of pitch
orientation. Accordingly, it becomes neceussary to provide a means of

pac 0
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supplyina a restoring torque, The motors which have already been made
available to provide horisontal and verticAl thrust components may be used
for this purpose if the pivot axis in ln.•plncod above or below the 00.
If the motor pivot were displaoed below the 00# then pivoting the thrust
vector from straight up to up and forward would cause the system to pitch
backward. This# it may be seen does hot satisfy our requirement that the
motion of the control syotom be in the same direction sin the required motion
of the vehiole. This requirement may be satisfied by displacing the pivot
axis of the motors above the CO, which is the geometry of the vehicle herein
considered,

Several aditional considerationa are involved in the determination
of the position of the civot axis. If the pivot axis is p1'oed too high,
scneitivity is too high and the limits of motor deflection mist be kept
small whereupon manuf oturing toleranes become increasingly uinnificant.,
If the motor axis is placed too low, then the arc swept by the thrust vector
(with a reasonable deflection) between the stops may not always include
the CO as it moves with propellant depletion.6 ..Although the operator will
probably be required to move his legs 'to trim out the 00s it is still felt
that it is desirable to so dispose the motors that pitching torques in both
directions are always available even without this O0 triOning.

It was found that apsoing the motors l1 inches to either sids
of the vertical axis of the operator would keep him free of the exhaust blast
and still allow a compact design. This value was used in these computations.

o F ROLL, YAW AND LkTTRAL DfSPL,CltPNT

The motions which still main, and for which corresponding
controls must be considered, are yaw, roll, nnd lateral displacement. Sinoe
as was discussed previouslyp flight maneuver requirements would be limited
primarily to the pitch plane, it is not necessary to provide controls intended,
primarily# for affecting large translations in the lateral directions Our
concern will be primarily with effecting roll and yaw stability. The con-
trols provided for this purpose allow the lateral displacement to be controlled
but it should be understood that the control of this motion will basically
be limited to keeping the lateral dieplnoement sma.

O. CRP"TRIA FOR ROLL AND YAVI STA41LITY

The most likely source of a disturbanoe which would cause a
lateral shift is a cross wind, This could be oorreot-id for by holding a
mall roll annle so as to provide an upwind thrust componnnt, It is felt
that roll stability may be demonstrated if the vehicle may be shown capable
of performing a change in roll orientation with no unduly large oscillations.
An investigation of this control requirement wan made with a one degree of
freedom analysis employing an IBM 610 dipital computers The control momaeit
was assumed to be provided by a differential thrust between the two motors
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with a maximum value of 10 pounds at full thrust., Tho other alternative
for holding the lateral translation to a low level would be to yaw the vehiole
Into the wind., It was decided that if the vehicle could be flown In the
presence of a orosswind, with the heading of the vehicle adjusted so that
the operator alwa"s faced his objectives mnd It could be shown that no large13 heading errors developed, then It could be concluded that satietaotorT

yaw control existed* It must be reiterated that this and the roll study
are not 'tirec bed primarily at determining the vehicales i Aplifabili ty in cona..13 trolling lateral displaoementp but rather to determine the eystsse roll
and yaw stability when controls affecting-these it... are used to correct
a perturbation to the pitch plane flights Yawing moments are producedI]in the system considered by fixing a jetevator to one of the motors, This........
jetavator may be pitohed tore and aft, and i-1111 produce a maximum of two
pounds of thrust normal to the motor axis at full thrust. Yaw performance
was'studied in a two dimensional trajectory which was run on the IBM 610a,
Notion was confined to a horizontal plane.

In keeping with the concept of making the direction of theJcontrol movements as ai~tural as possible$ the roll o,.ntro1 wa so desianed as
to cause the vehicle to lean In the direction in which the stick was tilted
would rotate in the direction in which the control was twisted*

H. SUITA1MILTY op 1rJo DI11i4:3104%L STIM7

13 A free-f lig~ht vehicle Is$ naturally# capable of six made# of
motion translating alorC and rotating About three orthogonal body centered
axes, Since a two dimrnsional analyrois was employed in the principal part

jof this study, it seems desirable to nhow justification for titis method of
approach. If a vehicle is Intonded to nerform maneuvets corresponding to
motion in all six modes, then a three dimensional study would be required,

1However, if, as in the cares of the nysttm under study, flights may be made
Jwith maneuvers' required in only a few of the possible modem of motion, a

study' may be set up whIich involved only thnse modeso, with accessory s tudie s
made of stability' in the other modes. Thm basis for this is the consider..Jation that if controllability in the dirrotions other than those involved
In the intended maneuvera ito roods then motion in these non-maneuvering di-
reotions is ouite limited and hns only a minimiil effect on the performance1of the intended maneuvers. The primnry object of the system being considered
bedinS to allow the operator to jutmp iovnr ohotac lon, th.o liftht plan which
is of primary interast in one which lion complotoly Ini the pitch plane.

1Accordingly, a two dimensional analycis hre bWen evolved to mathemntioally
Irepresent flight in the pitch planse This study has been programumed and run

on an IBM 704~ dinital computer. The development of the en4Untone Of motion
ic quite lengthy and hsA beoon inclu'ied neparately in the anpendix. The
equations of motion employed for the !raw and roll studies, bein basically
simplifications of the pitch plane equations of motion are notadetailed'
herein.
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*+" I. OPMWTOR 14GIC IN ?I4T' 1tICII PLA.,.

--1 Considerinv fIlight in the pitch plnne, wo find six pies of
data'which are of concern to the operator: vertical positions vertical
velocity, horizontal position, horisontal velocity, pitoh Inolination, and
pitch rate.i It may be expected that any Ono of titese or any combintion
of these items may, at any time durin', the fliWht, differ from the values
h1 Vhch the operator desirei to maintain. If only a single one of thebi ,

.1 items varien, the correction to be mr~de is obvious, both to the operator and,
the analyvt, Unfortunately, it must be expected that several of these..,:
errors ill1 require correction at once. The corrections required by these
several simultaneous error. may be irnoomoatible, Therefore, in performing
this type of study, it is required that predictions be made as to the order
of importance assigned by an actual operator to the several concurrent

3 errors.

1•1 (*ragtor Satf et

r•11 One basic assumption which may be muds is that the operator
wil1l be more concerned with personal safety than with satisfying the mdi.on
"requirements. The mission requirements concnm basically, only a change

" 1 in position. Safety requirements may be though of as .beinr, concerned with
iJ rates as a function of ponition. It may be expected that the primarr concern
¶ i of an actual operator viould be to keep his downward velocity to 4 safe level.

In this study, a value of 20 feet per second has been chosen. Considering
Sthe weight of the pack, this velocity# which in saual to approximately a

foot free fall, seems a good approximation of the maximum safe impact
velocity. Since he could decelerate while descendings this leaves the

1,:+o operator with some safety mnrgin if this velocity is attained at a distance
,.1- above the ground. As will be seen Inter, the free flinht altitude range

for the system chosen is suite limited, so that other factors affect theJ vertical velocity before the design limit speed i. roached. It should be
mentioned that a lopio branch e:xits at the beginninR of the computer sim-
ulation of the onerator's logic ,lich unconditionally instructs him to out
back thrust if he pitches more than 900 from vertical so that the downward
acceleration is minimimod. This will almo need to be a learned response
on the part of the actual operator.

It would at first appear that the operator might be more
concerned with pitch orientation than with pitch rate. Howevar, it will
be aeon from the reoulto of the nt.udy that the an.ulnr Accelerations which

that the operator must le rn to rmapond to pitch rate before pitch orientation
in order that the pitch oscillations of the system not be divergent. SinceI it may be predicted that the operators wouldj of himself, oonnider remaining

Lupright as his primary safety consideration (except for the maximum downward
"velocity conoideration, which, as mentioned earlier, doos not enter for ,a
vehicle with the performance of that oonaidered here# and the oompulsory

' thrust reduction for pitch angles over 900 in which case the operator is
.1 in uncorrectable trouble anyway), we may consider that the learned pitch rate

response will be the primary controe• reaction both during an actual flight
and in this study.
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A maximum upward volooity should be specified, nine*
duration is short and the operator should not be put in the position of
rising so fast that he is unablro to halt his ipw rd velocity and return to

i the ground before his pronollant in expended, A maximum upward, velo@ty
Of 20 feet per second was chosen for this study. It was found, howeverp
.thnt the systom oapahility in such that oxoesnive upuArd velocity will
not be a problem 'or flights across f•irly level ground.

A maximum horisontal velocity should be apeoifiedo again
to avoid plaoinp the operator in the position of hwing insufficient. pro

* pellant to decelerate to a safe londing speed. A value of 30 feet per seoond
,.was selected for this studyj, and this appeais to be a reasonable value for

test purposes.

The safety considerations mentioned may be represented
by the ion•ro network of Figure 2. This figure diagrams only those tests
which the operator would make in the interest of flight safety in the pitch
planes

2. Mission Rpuiromet4t

Next to be considered are the tests which the operator
must make to stitistf mission requiroments, As mentioned previously, these
concern mainly changes in position. An attompt has bnet made to wrte the
program in such a way that the flight phth which is computed duplicates as

i, alonely as possible that which would be followed by the aotual operatore
This involves the introduction of maneuver oommands in the program at such
a time as the equivalent thought might be exoected to come to the aotualI operator. This process I.s illustrated in hiure 3. Assuming that the operailow
has selected a target point and a cruise altitudes his first decision would] be to rise from the ground. This decision is represented by setting the
first required altitude (h )o to th4i cruise altitude and the first required

horizontal displacement (x^) to zero. After the operntor has risen several
feet (to altitude he)s he 8ul.d mike the decision to translate toward the
target point. This is reprosontod by setting x equal to x, the range of
the target from the takeoff point* Tben the opgrator reoepgs the information

Sthat his x position is in error, he ants his required pitoh orientation such
that he will translate toward the arnet, For a thrust of 310 poundu, and
a ua weht of 280 poundes it is fourd that the thrust axis may be pitched 25.I
from the vertical and the vertoCAl component of tho thrust will be equal to] the weight, It is considered desirable that the thkrust axis inclination
in flight dges not exceed this value. Since a maximum pitch orientation
error of 159 was set af an achievable goal for the vehicle# a design pitoh
angle for cruise of lO was arrived at. Thus, when the operator received the
information that xr is considerably greater than his present position# xs,

he sets , his required pitch anrlo, to +10c# and attempts to hold this
angles
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L1MRRJUM

At this points-some discuosion apropos to threshold values of
error sonfinq, and judgment accuracy is in or'ders Tests of several indivi.J dtals indicated that over distancts on the otder of 10 to 100 fo.ts the,
distance could be estimated within approximately 20%* This tioure is con.-
servativi sinoc distances were estinvmted as a number of feet which involved
satimiition of both the distance and-the len~th of a toots However, It1] was decided that this conserVntiVe figure would be used in preference to datja
presented in the literature w-ich ithdioated extremely small. errors in distancej Osftimation under carefu~lly contro lied laboratoryr condi*4onse It wa's fel.t that
it would be unrealistic to employ this data in a synthesis of actual flight
conditions. This was taken to indicate that if an operator Vith onlyrvieual
reference to a textured ground plans attempted td hold A" constant Altitude,'I he would become cons cious of an Altitude error iihon he had departed by 204,
from the desired altitude. In ?irure 3 this is indiakted by the two lines
hr 1h an~d hr. a - which bracket the desired altitude h. IThus$

we would expect the operator as long ase he was between the two bracketing
24nesp would consider hi~mself to be at altitude hr 0 v Several S0ther ex-

trapolations have been made from this date to Roenerate other' portions of
the mathematical definition of the operator, Though these extrapolations
are largely intuttivep it is felt that they are of sufficient accuracy to
be useful in this studyi, One extrapolation is that the operator is conscious
of not being directlyr over a chosen point when his x distance from the point
Is greater than 20% of his altitude above the point in question. The otherjJextrapolation is that when the ope ,rator is some distance from a target
point) his error in the Judgment of horizontal range is equal to 201 of
the slant range to the targets Although some data was found which indicated
that smaller values would be deteotibles i+, is assumedp to be conservative
that the operator was conscious of motion when his velocity exceeded Q.2 feet
per second per foot distance from his reference point.

In developing the analol of the braking distance estimation#
several assumptions wore made.

First# it was assumed that the operator had been trained in a
tethered rig so that he was consciotis of tie horizontal deq ele ration rate
of the vehicle when pitched hack to the design anr~le of l0'f and with the

j thrust at both the maximum and idle levels, He wma also useumad to be familiar
wih the vertical deceleration intern, both when an upward velocity was being

reduced with the thrust out back to idle, and when a downward velocity was
being reduced by applying full thrust.

Ll Secondly, the assumption was made that the operators in th'e event
that the thrumt was at neither the maximum or minimum setting would make
his braking estimations on the basis of whichever one of these stops the thr"ottle
was being moved toward since he would expect that the thrust would be at that
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level in a fraction of a $econd. If the throttle were being hold in a oofl-
stintnt positions it was assumed that the existent thrust would be used in
these computations.

Also assumed was that the operator knew his velocity exactly and
the distance to the point at which he intended to stop to an accuracy of
20% of the slant range* The operator was assumed to over-estimate thq die.
tance which made the utudy conaervative since it was expected t .hat reversing
direction would require more propellant than correcting an undershoot* The
operator was also assumed to know his vertical range to the desired altitude

* within 20% of Ms. own altitudep the error being again on the overeatilhat~on
sidte

K. DMARTIJRM OF PRCTMO'D FROM AOTUAL PWRORMANOr,

It may be soon that the possibility exists that considerable
a*curacy in predicting actual flight paths was lost through this series of
assumptions l however# the prediction of vehicle stability is not affected
since this is concerned primarily with attitude and angular rates. The
trajectories determined differed from the expected actual trajectories Mainly
in the eipe of the overshoot predicted upon landings The interpretation to.
be placed'opon the results in gaftsng horizontal range capability is that they.
actually represented attempted flights over somewhat different dis tances
than those specified in the computer problemso . Since none of the assumptions

prototype vehicles be held within the range of the computed trajectories
until considerable free flight data has been obtainod so that oomp rison may
be made with the computed results. It should be borne in mind that the test
pilot will have to be given instructions and ground tmu ining in the operation
of the vehicles and if the training is such that the operator will perform
the horisontal braking maneuver using the rules assumed for the study, then
the actual flight will be quite similar to the computed flight. The dif..
ference will come in when the operator is allowed to deviate from the riqid
set of flight rules@ Thies, being a rather important point# should be die-
cussed In some details

It is assumed that the operator will attempt to brake his forward
velocity be pitching back to the design anple of .100o and attempting to
hold this angles Since the operator wills, concurrent with the horisohtal
braking, start his descent, an actual operator will in all likelihood din-
teamine that he may inorease his horisontal braking bv pitching further
backward. The reason for the design pitch anR~le as selected of 100 was

* to make available to the operator at all times a vertical thrust component
greater than his weight, An actual operator# reasoning that ho requires
for a period of time a smaller amount of vertical thrust and deosiring toI * increase his horizontal deceleration will be sorely tempted to temporarily
Increase his hackward pitch. This would obviously mnks a gronrter horisontal
thrust component available and decrease the overshoot.
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It has been mentioned that a threshold value for sensing the
presence of a velocity was defifted. The object at this is to include the
analog of a pilot judgem~ent to the effeot that if it ap~pears to the operator
that his position is correct# then# when he senses a velocity tending to
carry him away from this position he will apply the appropriate control force
to resist this motion.

* L, ORItSRB ALTITUD,
Returning to the debcription of the flight plans the operator

has selected apthanlof+10. degrees for cruise and attompts. to hold-
Vericasl o .0 itl must, bde traind to bespobndrto itch ratewa aeforedpitc

thatred ` 60"t6 4 toOK & t sense a rgreater' deviation krom~ his do-
sire It arentatione Hle would therefore react t2correct his pitch

angle when it become greater' than 130 or'.less than 7w* As mentioned pre-
iosy the operator-utbtrietorsodtpicraeefepth

anls n it was assumed for this study that the operator allowed., maxim~dum
pitch rate of 100 per secoond# Higher values were investigated but per'formavae:
deteriorated rapidly authe allowa~ble pitch rate ~was' increased. 4

Titc ~ oper~ator will continue to accelerate forward#. holding hi's
pith a~ienea IC ah hialtitude near' the.,desired value'until'he either'reaches the maximum allowable cruise velocityr or the point at which he Oleots

to initiate brak~ing to stop above the target, point. It he roachug his
maximum cruise velocitya6 he will set the desired pitch angle to 0 1 end
If he exceeds it to -10 a It he eleots to *ormience brakcing he will set the
desired pitch angle to .100# Upon reaching a point which the operutor can-
eider's to be above the targets hrp the requ'ired altitude in set to sero.
The operator now attempts to stay~within his ability to jude,% above the
target point as he descends*

fl, LAHOINO ROUTINE~

The operator's logio in effecting a landing is depicted in

velocity (Vk ) I xetvbThe allowable horimontAl speed vihen landing
VA,)wasset qua tothe speed which It was expected the operator could

run a V 20feet per second,VS 10 feet per second., Since

the tud cosidredsafety an more important than performance, it was felt
that the cosraiesense of the estimation of Meocity would be the
u .nderestimation of velocity. Accordinglyp the test is t'hether V1 An?

KSh %VX < FORWARD *K~hp where ICý to equal to 0.2 ft/soc/ft nltitude
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and Is the eme coefficient as that used in the earlier teat of whether any
"velocity was apparent, If the horisontal velocity is excesmive, the operator
increasee thrust to postpone the landing. If the horizontal velocity is
within the allovqblo range, the operator teats to see if he is within the
spesifbd horizontal distance from the desired landing point. This distance
is defined as&@4(A in Figure 4P and the Judgment tolerance, Xh is applied
to it#, Itf the operator determines that he is not within the range 1AK-• v(4lVA
"K tt he I noreases thrutt to forestall lanldng, If it is determ$ned

that he is within the rangae he neXt considet' his pitch orientation and
pitch rate, If they are in opposite direotionsp his pitoh conditiona ire
Judged satisfactory for landing and the approach to the ground mty be, con-
tiuihed, if and 0are not in-opposite directions# the next step in the
progrom-is to test whether both 'at se ro (This teAt is h.6oiaiy to "the
computer logic$ at this point in the program. The or-'r of decisions is
somewhat different from that in which they would be made bri an actual
operator, but the end result is the asm). If both fand 0 are mero, the
descent may be continued. It the value of either is not sero# it is tested
to see if it exceeds the allowable landing values (a pitch orientation of
A • 'radian or less was saemed allowable at landi the teat bieing whether

.3l ), The alloiable pitch ftto at latndihngp j was assumed torbe 1
radian peo second. -Both of these values are larger than thoso allowable
in flight, but they will-occur during control transients. If thes.e tests
a rei eched) both a;.and $ are in the same direction, or one of them ts sero.
In either oase the required direction of control deflection for one would
be the same as that for the other if it is non-zero, If these tests indi-
oat* that a' correction is required, the operator tests whether the pitoh
control at the time is deflected in the required direction, If it is, he
increases the thrust to assist in making the correotion; if not# he simply
continues the landing sequence, This series of tests is continued until a
landing is effected$ concluding the flight.

N. ROLL AND YAW LOOTO

The computer lo~ie for the study of motion a')out the roll axis
is similar to the loRio employed for the study of motion about the pitch
axis. The logic of the yaw• control study departs somew:hat from the pitch
and roll logic. The recuired orientation was specified to be one in which
the operator faoed the target with an additional test being made, which
over-rode the others, to assure that the yaw r 4te with rasnest to the ground
was not excessive (a maximum allowable rate of 1 radian per second was
&asoud for this study)*

O0 MODEL OPIATOR

The physical characteristics of a typioal operator were defined
* for the computer study and appear in Stction 1I, Refernoe 1. The relation-

ship of physioal characteristicsa such as locations of the center of gravity
and moments of inertial to the equations formulatod for the oomputnr study
will be described.
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The model operator was assumed to be a quasi-rigid body'
cooiposeir of two riqid component. hinged together, The components represent
the upper and lower parts of the operator's body' and tho ,hingg represents the
hip joint (P.R~urs 5), The weig~ht of the uppor. body in 9%.2 pounds-and the
vei'nht of tho legs is 64*8,poundes The distonae from the operatools heeli
to the hip pivit, point is 394~ inchoe. A' SRD is p1' cad 'an -the operator's.
back uhich, it Is assewraec weighs 75 pounds empty and is caph1e of containing

~%pouinds of fueL.
O. Cnters-of Gravi~ty for th2--Han Machine Qoniblnation

The location or the Co0, of the man-machine combination is
d opndnt. uapon the location of the individual. 0.0. s of the operator and

SRL at a given time, The 0.0. of the man-machine combination for the
initial and burnout condition is shown in Figure. 6 & 7. Fiiarur 6 indicates
the locatioo of the 0#00l for the SRWD and upper body fqr a Cio1l and empty
fu*2, tank.ý The Code of the leg ý.s also shown' to bo l0catid 17,incheis
belowth 'hip piv'ot points' which corresponds. to the d .istance rg illustrated
in pigure. 2, Appendix A.

The location of the combined upper 0.0. of the body and
SULD is plotted as a function of fuel conaumed in Figure 7. T300ause of the
unique shape of the fuel tanks the location of this composite 0.0. *0ill
shift laterally to one side of thcl vertical oemter line and back again
as fuel in consumed. This phenomenmnis illustrated In P'ipure 8.

3a Moments of Inertia for the Man-Mahine Combination

Moments-of inertia about the pitaho yaw# and roll ases
for the composite of the upper body and SRLD in the loaded arnd empty conditions
and the logo were computed. Results are tabulated below.

MOMR;T OF WN"TIAO SLUG FT 2

Pitch Yaw Roll
Upper body and BRWD
Propellant Tank Full 3.30 1.79 3.61

Upper Body and SRLD
*Propellant Tank Empty 267I4 1.31 3.31,

Loes 2,26 0,2l1. 2,40

I'v~e 1?
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4. Centers of Prossure and Pody

The location of the centers of pressure (C.P.) for the
upper body and leos are illustrated in Figure 5. A flat-plate analogy was
assumed for computing the locations of C.P, and the drag forces, Dl and D2

and D• shown in Figure, 4, Appendix A, were computed as described in Reference 3.
The dPag factors, f,1 f2p and f3 appearing in the equations on Page 10#

Appendix A, were oomputed to be 0.4002 0,005• and 0,003 respeotively*

P. rLIOHT 'DYNAM4ICS WITH HOV1146 C1.NTPR OF ORAVITY

The •irot eries of flights considered were "on design" flights
with no perturbations due to winds, body contortions, thrust loss, etc, The
method of approach used was to determine a control geometry which allowed
stable flight with the operator and system capdbilities as defined. Various
control geometries were tested, with the intent of producing a flight of
100 foot length at a 30 foot cruise altitude. However, the first group of
flights was unsatisfactory, a trajectory typical of this group being that
shown in FViure 9. Here, the vehicle flew backwards for almost 500 feet
with 'round impaot occurinAg at vertical and horimontal velocities of 27 and
28 reot per second$ respectively. The onerotor, during the first portion
of th a flights evidenced an incapability of holding a forward pitch orion-
ration, Later bnthe flisht the problem hanged wilth the operator pitAhing
further forward at each pitch oscillation. Investigation showed that the
problem was created by the shift Iln CoO, an propellant was consumed, As

stated earlier, it was considered necessary that the range of motor deflection
in pitch bracket the entire range of 0,0. travel. A pivot position directly
above the 0.0. location with the propellant half expended was selected to
minimise the motor torque aoymmetriess This is obviously only a oompromise,
with asymmetries still present. The motor was ositioned 11 inches above

"the mean 0.0. for the trajeotorv illustrated in Figure 9, The limits of
the motor pitch travel were plus and minus 8$. (Later studies indicate that
thgse are near optimum values). The operator impaoted at a pitch angle of
83 for the case under discussion. The small figures super-imposed on the
figure show the pitch orientationg at the peaks of the pitch oscillations.
The pitch angle (0), pitch rate (0), and motor deflection angle (0MOTOR)

during the final three seocnris of the flight are plotted versus timp in Figure
10. As can be seen by comparing the slopes of the portions of the c curve
corresponding to positive and negative motor deflections, the angular accel-
oration due to the motor beinR deflected to 4 80 is oonsidorably higher
than that due to a deflection of -80, Since the operator was operating the
controls in response to excess pitch rates, with equal readtion time and con-
trol force in both directions, there is considerably more overrun of the
pitch rate magnitude in the forward pitching direction, causing the mean
pitch oato to be forward. Thin results in a diverrenoe of 0 with time,
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Since the configor tion of the ovvtem does not allow the
horisontal thrust component to be controlled in a manner completely
Independent of pitch orientation$ control of horizontal position and velocity
is lost if the operator is unable to dequately control his pitch orienta-
tion. The flight depicted in Figure 9 illustrates the points During the
first-part of the flights the operator was able to retain some degree of
control of pitch orientation in that the pitch angle did not diverge,
11owever, he was unable to maintain sufficient control of pitch orientation
to allow him to hold the system in the pitched forward altitude required
for forward translation, and the large translation baokwards resulted.

Q, ALWABL, PITCH RATE

The maximum allowable pitch rate was set at 10 degrees per
second. It was found that a larger rate (20 0/aeo was tented) lead to loss
of control in the first pitch oscillations A smaller value (5' second was
tested) caused the same type of divergence a1 was exhibited in Figure 10
and was felt to be less satisfactory than 1l0/soc since it required that
the time during which a pitch control setting was held be lose than the
operatorts reaction time (and was possibly too small to be observable).

Re SOUITION OF 0,0. SHIFT PROMLM

There are two possible solutions to the C.0, shift problem,
either by designing the system so that the M.. shift is along a vertical
line (this may be accomplished by using a chair-like vehicle with the fuel
tank beneath the seats but the weieht increase would make this impractical)f
or by having the operator trim out the C,0, br movinR' his legs. The latter

*! alternative was selected as being more prectical and the 10 motion required
was determined, it was found that the loge would have to be bent forward
from the gip 12.6 at launchs and gradually moved to the position of bent
back 23.3 at the knees at burnout. This is a reasonable range of leg
motion which a real operator would be capable of effectinr,, It would be
necessary for the potential operator to learn this C,O trimming motion
before free flight tests were attempted. A synthesis of this trimming was
added to the pitch plane progrnm and further trajectories were run. The
tesulta of these runs are discussed in Section U.

Be THPLR?? X, L4INKAGE?

The uaximas and minimum thrust levels having been previously
ohosensit was necessary to next determine throttle linkage geometry which
was compatible with performance and safety requirements, and with sound
mechanical design practice. The propellant flow control varles whioh were
investigated exhibited high damping which made rapid operation difficult.
For this reason it was decided that the operator should be provided with a
hieh mechanical advantage in the thrust netting range wh,•ch would be used in
flight, A large angular motion may be achieved by the operator if a twist
from dropping below the idle settings once the throttle has b"en opened this
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far, the operator may reposition his hand after bringing the thrust up toid•e. It was determined that the throttle valve would have to be opened
7Veto bring the thruat up to the idle value, with the other 19° of rotation
bringing the thrust up to the madrmum values. A practical Oam actuated control
syst, oouMld be built which effected the Sirst 75o of throttle opening with9%0 of contro; rotation# and the final 15 of throttle rotation with anadditional 50 of control rotation. This iiould provide an, average mechanicaladvantage in the flight operation range of thrust setting of 3*.33 le The carnwhich was designed had thrust var•ation with control netting in the flightrange as depicted in Fiuro 11. Starting with thin contour, difforent springand dampine rates for the control lever uere studied* It was determined
that the operator would be capable of providing apnproximately 3 foot poundsof torque to the control (Reference 1) and the moment of inertia of the"rotating components was estimated to be *05 slug-feet squared. It was foundthrough study of a series of computed altitude approach trajectories with
varied control parameters that the operators altitude holding capability
improved as the damping and opring rates were reduced. High dampIng resultedin slow throttle control with attendant large overshoots of the desiredaltitude, The damping was eventually completely removed. It was determined
that when a strong spring was Included in the soyte to oloce the throttlethe capability of the operator in approaching the desired altitude from beiow
and stopping at the desired altitude was Improved, but that his aproaoh
performance in descent deterioratod. It was finally determined that theonly spring that should be provided was a light one to return the control
to the idle setting when the control was released. This is considered
desirable from a safety standpoint, since it the operator should find couse
to temporarily release the controls during flight, the minimum of attitudeperturbation due to thrust moments would rosult at idle (it is oonaideredundesirable to allow the motor to shut down during flights though thisof course, would result in sero thrust torque). The control motiom for thesystem seleoted, is defined by the equations

d29
M - Be 0 J -m

dt
where H is the applied moment (plus or minus 3 foot pounds or sero), Ks isthe spring coefficitnt (.15 foot pounds per radian)p 0 istohe control
deflection in radians (98?74 minimum, le,•8 maximum), J is the polar moment
of inertia (.05 slug feet squared), and t is time in seconds. The contourof the aam designed provided the thrust variation shown in Figure 11. Theequation of this curve is

Thrust (pounds) a.87.5 02 + 273,3 0 -52.6

(0 in radians)
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It may be expected that the best performance in altitude holding will occur
when the available upward and downward acceleration rates are equal. The
most critical altitude-velooity control problem exists at landing, Since
it may be expected that flights would be conducted for near total propellant
duration, the earlier thrust level choiceo are fortuitous since the system
weight at burnout would be halfway between the idle and full thrust.levels
thus making the upward and downward aoele.rations equal,

It was determined through analysis of trajectory data for flights
at several design altitudes and ranges that after pitch control was refined
to allow good attitude control, the thrust controlas discribedallowed
consistantly safe flights and landings with a cruise altitude of l1 feet
being specified. It was determined from computed trajectories with vArious
values of h that the decision to pitch forward and tr'ttslate horizontally
could be oftely made when an altitude as low as 2 feet was reached.

T. LANDINO MMUS

It became obvious during the course of the computer runs that
accuracy in braking at a desired horizontal diupl'oement was quite poor,
and the originally vpeoifiedO, (allowable landing rAdius) of 10 feet was
much too stringent a requirement. In the tra ectories in which this valuewas specitied, the vehicle ran out of fuel while the operator was Attempting
to correct the overshoot which always occurred. To allow safe landingsj so
that complete flights could be studied, 41i was arbitrarily increased to
300 feet. The landing logic diagram (Figure 4) indioato. a test of the
suitability of the operator's horizontal position for landing (is 'Al "XII

N* ). The 41 of 300 feet prevented the answer to thi3 test
from being "yes" for all the Gases which were oomputedoo that the command to
increase thrust so as to forestall landing in the event of a "yes" answer
was always bypassed.

U. PITCH CONTROL OMOETRY

Figure 12 shows the thrust vector deflection in pitch which isrequired to bracket the C.0. travel as a function of the elewvtion of the
motor pivot axis above the hip pivot axis. Since the type of gimbal con.
sidered could not be deflected more than 80, the motor pivot axis would have
to be at least 8 1/2 inches above the hip pivot. k position 17.16 inches
above the hip pivot (11 inches above the mean C.O.) was found to be desirable
from a hardware geometry atnndpoint# and this position was solected as a
basis for study. It was asseimed that the motor deflection was equal to the
control deflection. A minimum pitch deflection of sliphtly less than 20
would be required! however, since oneratore will have vwrvinp builds, a
somewhat grlater geflection should be provided. A rani'e of deflection
limits of h to 8w as studied. Supplementary studies performed earlier on
the IRM 610 digital computer indicated that the use of a return stpring,
which would act as a booster, would enhance the pitch control stability,
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is omptedThe motion of the control# in returning to the central position
is omptedassuming the spring force and the maximum force output of the

operator both to be acting on the controls Since the operator's muscles
have a U~mitating rate of deflection, regardless of load, this is not always
the oases If the control deflection rate due to the spring alone is ex-
tremely high, the operator would not be oapable of exerting maximum force
in the direction of motion* It is felt however, that in the control con-
figurations considered herein, the defleotion rates are not this high. As
the operator discovers that the control deflection which he hits applied has
resulted in a condition of overcorrection, he makes a decision to reverse the
moment on the control. During the period of his roaction time plus the time
resquired, to return the control to the neutral positions the anoular acoel-
oration due to hie original control deflection continues, increasing the
pitch rate in the direction of the overoorrection. Adding the spring reduces
the time during which the control deflection is in the wrong direction.
This results in an improvoment in pitch control@ Fig~ure 13 shows the variation
of deflection with time for a control of this tyoe. 'It wao assumed$ in
computing this curve, that the operator aoplied a positive 10 foot pound
moment until the motor reached the deflection limit which brought it to rest
(at s) seconds) and then inmmodiatelyapplied a negative moment of 10 foot pounds
until the other stop was r-tacheds The control geometry illustrated in this
figure was found to have too slow a rosponse due to excessive damping, and
pitch attitude errors of lip to 50 were noted, Damping rates were reduced

tt until satisfactory' pitch control v'as obtainod and these values should be
considered allowable maxcimumas Tho spring rates were adjusted so that the
restoring moment due to the spring at full deflection wns just slightly
loes than the moment the operator could apply, Figure 1i4 illustrates attempted
50 foot flights at a 15 foot altitude with different maximum motor deflections,
and sprinn and damping rates. For the cane in Pir'!uro Viaa the spring rate
was 1143*0 foot pounds per radian, the damping rate wias 7*50 foot pound seconds
per radian and the maximum deflection was 4w .In Ficure 14b) the corres-
pgndinrq values are 95.0, 5,0 and 60 and in Fiqiire 1i4c they are 71.0, 3,75# and
8., The magnitude of the pitch oscillatior was atnproximutejV the came in
ell three oanaes and there was no apparent odvantage to any of the configur-
ations over the others on this basin. In the ca~se in Firqurs 14a, the pro.
pellant ran cut before a landinq could be efrooted, and landing ocourred
at a forward velocity of 32.9 feet per second, a Pmi~nard vreloclty' of 23.9
feet per second, and a pitch oriontation of -32.2 . in the case in Figure
ilib landing occurred at a forward velocity of 21,5 ftit per aseondposa down-
ward velocity' of 2 feet per secondp and A pitch orientation of +9.0 a 37.8
pounds of propellont were expanded. In the oanse in Figuro 14e, landing
occurred at a forward velocitv of I1 foot per uooogd, a downward velocity of
8 feet per second, gnd a pitch orientation of -2.5 , The pitch rate at
touchdown was #214s4 per aec'rnd,, This wns the only case which completely
satisfied the landing requirements and was the oonfi'~uration ujeleoted for'
further study. The effect of variation of the pivot position was Lnvosti-
lated, the trajectories being a iown in Fipurea 14c ' 1gb 17s Thu control

*geomotry, other than pivot location is that selocte,ý e. Within a range
of pivot heights from 3i4#4 to 17.16 incl~as aho'ue the hip~ pivoti there Is
little difference in ayotaim partormaiies. With a mo~ot pivot height of 12
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Inches (Figure 17) a landing occurred at 67.5 feet which is quite close to
"the desired landing point. It is thought that this was rather accidental
since the position control exhibited at launch is poor. Landines were
performedwithin the velocity and pitch orientation limits prescribed except
for the case of a motor pivot 19.2 Inches above the hip pivots in which case
the systm goes out of control positionwisee though attitude was being held
well for the wortion of the flight which was computed (Figure 16). It was
decided that the thrust pivot elevation of 17.16 inches (11 inches above
Mean 0.W.) would be the one consider d for the balance of the fliihts,
This is the position used for the flight illuotrated in Firure 4co. A
"plot of the pitch rate and orientation for svovral seconds of this flight
Is presented as Figure 18 for comparison with Figure 10 to show the effect
of 0.0. trimming trough leog motions Note that the pitch angle does not
diverge in Fiure 31 thus indicating a stable condition.

A vertical jump was the next maneuver to be stdied. The
operator war instructed to accelerate upward to 30 feet and then brake and
descend. This maneuver was performed in a safe and stable manner, though
with a horisontal displacement of 64.4 feet from the intanded landing spot.
Touchdown was accomplished with a downward velocity of 5.7 feet per sepnd,
a forward velocity of 4.6 feet per second, a pitch orientation of -16.1
and a pitch rate of +7.9 degrees per second. There were 43.6 pounds of
fuel expended of the 45 pounds availables and the peak altitude of 33.2 feet
can be consider d the maximum vertical performance to be expected of this
vehicle with an operator possessinR the capabilities of the one considered
in this study. This flight is illustrated in Figure 19.

V. ABNORMAL FLIOHT OONDITIONS

Since the control moments available to the operator and the
upsetting moments which might cause severe aberrations of the flight plan
are Internall (the center of pressure is quite close to the C.0. and the
aerodynamic moments on the systemr will be nuite small) attitude control
is independent of spatial orientationt and all that would be required to
regain control of the vehicles after the abberation is removed, i sufficient
time. The abnormal flight conditions that may adversely affect the accom-
plishment of flight objectives are: (1) loss of attitude control or judgment,
(2) temporary lose of thrust, (3) unusual contortion of the body in flight.

The effect of each of these Derturb.iticna is to temperarily
cause the loss of the vertical thrust component. Since the thrust to weight
ratio of the vehicle being considered is quite lows any downwnrd velocity
which accumul too during a tmmnorary thrunt loss 1411 take measurable time
to correct. Obviously, this mny result in the lo.hs of connidernble altitude.
If it is aesumed that the thrunt lose occurs nt a vwrtical velocity of taro,
that the initial weight is erial to the takeoff weight, and that the maximum
safe Impact velocity is 20 fpso then the minimum altitudo at which the vertical
thrust component could normally bn loit without injury to the operator varies
with the duration of the thrust lons as followet
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nLtial Alti.tude Allowable Duration of Thrust Lose

25 feet .97 seconds50 14O
75* 1910

o130
300 1.70
86 5 3.00

* With duration and thrust specified for the model SRLD and assuming 100%
total impulse contributes to vertical flights, the naximum altitude attain-
able is 80 feet for a takeoff from and safe return to ground level,

The effect on the operator's attitude of a violetn gody oon-
tortion was determined by comp\iting a trajeot6 oontaining a 90 forward
kick and return (Fi-ure 20), as detailed in Aipendix A. Figure 21 illus,
trates the variation of the onentor's attitudesBody configuration is super-

Simposed on this Firure, It may be seen th, t thg sytoem has been stabilized
after Soing through only slightly more than 360 of rotation@ This should
be considered a satisfactory display of regaining control, considering
the magnitude of the attitude perturbation during. tho kick. The obvious
problem is the large altitude love (136 feet) and the accumulation of a
downward velocity of over 70 feet per second. Since the altitude loss
alone is greater than the altitude attainable with the systevm it follows
that an attitude perturbation of this magnitude could not be tolerated, On
the other hand$ the motion of the operators body does show the large degree
of kinesthetic control available with a vehicle which allows the operator
considerable freedom of motion.

W, YAW CONTROL

Yew control was investigated by testing the ability of the
system to approach a target point in a cross winds Though this situation
is not strictly corrct, in that it is a3suwed that the operator will be
pitched forward throughout tho flightp it is still a good tost of yaw
control, The logic which was assumed was that if it appeared t2 the
operator that his bearing was correct (a threshold level of _+ 5 was assumed)
he would provide a control moment to opp8se any sensible vawtng rate relative
to the target (a threshold level of + 10 per second was assumed). If the
operator sensed a bearing error# he 7ould provide a control moment to correot
it by heading directly for the target and not overoorreoting to compensate
for drift. An over-ridinR requirement was that the iawing rate relative
to the ground be kept bulow 1 radian per second. The control geometry
which was tested was defined byt

"H - K 0 YAW C:rTOL KD d 9 Yo J d2  9 T

*dt dt
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where M (the moment applied by the operator) was plus or minus 2 toot pounds
'6r saros the springl rate (%) Wali5 toot pounds per radians the dmping
ooffoiont (KD) was .5 foot pound ueocnds per radian$ the polar moment

of inertia of the control plus the operator$ arm.was .•5 slug ft 2 and yý

was the contrg3. detleotign in radians. The oontrol was assumed mova&le.
between +11.,5 and -11.5w. The Jetavator was assumed to be dtl'ected .313
degrees per degreg of control deflection. This gives a maxium jetavator
deficotion of 3.6w and yeilds a resultant 2.5 foot pounds of torque at full
thrust. An, attempted flight to a target 30 teot distant with a 30 toot-
per scoted cross wind produced the trajectory depicted in Figure 22. .As

the operator nears the target he finds that the yaw rate required to hold
his heading towards the target becomes excessive, HoweverV while still at
some distance from the target he is capable of holding his he•ding within
a tow degrees of the perfect orientation., This is shown by the vectors
superimposed on the curve which show the operator's headings. With the
geometry chosen, the operator was able to keep control of the vehicle,
and to pass within 6 feet of the target as opposed to a 15 feet mise distance
if no attempt .is made to vary the yaw orientation. The geometry chosen
was considered satisfactory for safe flight.

X, RIOLL COt4TROL

A roll-control geometry was selected and tested, two oanes being
shown in Figure 23s The operator logic involved was the same as that' used
in the pitch control studies. The two oanes shown differ in that the damping
rate in Case 1 is twice that of Case 2. The maneuver involved was to move
from a roll orientation of 10 degirees to vertical position. The performance
of the syntem in Case 2 is considered satisfictory, The control systom is
defined bys

RO ~LL CONTROL -ldRCuo dOTC
at dt 2

where the terms are equivalent to the corresponding terms defined in the
description of the yaw control Ceometryp (ORC is in radians). This control

is assumed to operate a valve which varies the thrust of ine motor jo pro-
vide a rolling moment. The control is movable between *300 and -34V, The
linkage between the contrgl and the valve is such that the differontial
thrust is equal to .4 GORC where "0 is in radians, This gives a maximum

differential thrust of 10 pounds at full thrust,
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Ye SIONIFICANIP OF TR~t, SY8T"14 DV.VWLPM

It should bo-pointed out that the system studied lIsone answer
to the problem of providing a small roolcet lift device whi~ch 1. oapable,
of aoclaptbls- 04tab±lty and pertozimince, The 9oritrols ithifh were Aefined -are
-by.. nomas the ohl13! set whiah would 4l.lo'W'acoep~table tlightoc Tho opti" .
misatin. of .the0:svqtqm~is beyond toeie scoope o*' this, study# which $'O aiimed'A, at
du"ontratiins 0126 an rollch 'to selying the o-ontrb1 problemo asaoctated'with
a&MM!~ It Is feit that the oonfi'~uration determined heroin isa one which
satisfiss the muiipJle requirenments of saet~ey# perforniancep simplioityg
light *eight and aompwaotntess.
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A SYMBOLS
UR T -

cot 010 02 Gain for Control Linkage

0406 Center of CIravity
cooC0G Shift ft

Dj1DgpD 3  Drag Foraes lb

7Thrust lb

OF Temperatuares Dagrees Fahrenheit
NRInitial Required Altitude ft

I Moment at Inertia sigt
J Polar Moment of Inertia of-Control2

Linkage and Operator's Arm sulig-ft
lCD Yaw ZUnkage dam~ping~ Coefficimnt ft-lb-mea/tad

K1 Spring Constant ft-lb/zad.

K2 Damping Constant ft-lb-sao/rod

K4Judgement Tolerance Coefficient

Ke Spring Coeftficient ft/sea/ft

H Applied Moment ft/lb
RT Reaction Time sea
T Time sea
V Landing Velocity ft/3oo

VXVelocity in X direct~ion ft/asa
V DDownward Velocity ft/sea

X Horisontal Coordinate Axis

* R Required Horisontal Position ft
YJ

IOInitial Required Displacem~ent ft

I'nlvc 27



R1  Range of Target from Takeoft Point ft

a Body Component Depth Inches
b Body Component Width inches

a Body Component Height inches
d Dietance From lody 0.0. to 0ot1ponint 0.O. inohes

fl)12sf Drag Factors -

2
I Oravitptional Oonstant5 32,2 ft/...l
h Altitude ft

ho Arbitrary Altitude Above the Starti.ng
•Point ft

R Required Altitude ft

m Body Component Mass slugs
m Mass Flow Rate ldu/sec

r Body Component Radius inohes

x Distance from Landing Point ft

Angular Acceleration rad/s 2oo

0 Control Deflection Angle rnd

motor Motor Deflection Angle rad

ra Roll Control Deflection red

TO0 Yaw Control Deflection rad

Control Lever Displacement rad

Pitch Arnle at Landing rad
Required Pitch Angle rad

1- Position Error rad
Weight Flow Rate lb/seo
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MODEL SELECTED FOR

CCC(PUTER STUDY
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inches
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CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATIONS
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THE DBHLO214 OF TIMEg3UATLOJM

OF MOTION POR T.o U 1•?, teCPT LMF, _DVICE

PM~aaSTMITY Z STUDY

1. SMLRY

The equations of motion for the ORLD maneuvering in the pitch plane are
devTeloped herein. The system to treated as a quasi-rigid body oemposed

of two rsid components hinged together. The componentr represent the
upper and Imre parts of t~he opveraor'@ body and the hingse represents the
hip joint.

8&rme it & in tntaded that these equations be used for a digitlte computer

study, several approxmationh have been made &W,£ f£nit difference solutions
ere imetinee used.

Appendix D
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The requirement for a dynamic stability study of the SRLD presented several
problems associated with the methods of solution to be used. The complexity
of the system made it necessary that a digital computer be employed, rather
than an anailo machine. The ability of the system to hover, fly backwards,
and change configuration made it impossible to employ any of the trajectory
routines previously programed for the XBM 704. Accordinglyp a new set of
equations of motion had to be developed for use with the digital machine.

After a preliminary investigation of different approaches, it was determined
that the contract requirements could be most expeditiously satisfied by per-u
forming a stability and performance study of pitch plane motion and separate
stability studies of roll and yaw motion. The two dimensional equations of
motion in the pitch plane are developed in this report.

it is desired that the effect of a violent contortion of the operator's
body on the controllability of the ORLD be investigated. The most violent
contortion apparent, in the pitch plane, is the kicking of the leog from
the hip. Accordingly, provision will be made for the inclusion of this motion
at an arbitrary time during flight. Since it is expected that the operator
will attempt to maintain a "standing-type" position during flight$ the kick
will consist of a kick forward from the "standing-type" position, a period
during which the less are held forward, and a kick down to the initial
position. The mathematical model of the operator will assume two rigid
bodies (Figure 1) of masses M and KO pivoted at the hip, with the respective

6,G,'s at distances r1 and r2 from the hip, The subscript (,) will refer to

the upper body including the SX•LD and propellant, and thA subscript ( )will
refer to the legs. A reference axis has been chosen as the line vertically
upward from the hip pivot when the operator is in the standing position. It
ois assumed that the C,G, of the le& ti on this line in the standing position,

The angle between the r line aid the reference line will be called 0, The
angle between the rl life and the reference line will be called T.

A mathematical expression for the kick maneuver is represented by a minusoidal
velocity curve in the form:

* -p sin St' for t' from 0 to 2 A t

The corresponding angle and acceleration equations are:

0O a o + P (I - coo st'

S0 Ps Coe St'

A kick magnitude of goo will be considered.

The time increment At will represent the time required for a 900 kick in one
direction and t' will represent the total time during which kicking has been
occurring. During the course of a ki,.k up and back, t' will go from 0 to
2 A t.

Pale 2
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Curves of the functions of time (k) ve 0, 0• will be entered into the
Computers
9 is defined as it/At.
The maximum angular velocity P is chosen so that a 900 kick is accomplished
during At.

In these computations, At was assumed to be approximately 0.6 seconds.

iThe corresponding value of S is 1.667, and the value of P is -.I49 w2.

0' ts defined as 9 + r

howover, since:

fia y (except during impulse thrust changes which, having 0 duration,
can be shown not to affect the dynamics of the problem.)

We define:

Since the kick is accomplished by applying equal and opposite torques to
the two body components, there will be equal and oppostie changes in the
angular momentum of the two. it will be-assumed that the thrust and aero-
dynamic moments do not change 6. hence, the total internal angular momentum
will romain unchanged, We may therefore look at the system as if it were
a rigid body with variable moment of inertia about its M,.0. fonsidering
the two components to be rigidly coupled masses, we may write:

M6 l r. + 'ALI M,, +

The angular velocity of the systemo w 0 is given, for a rigid body, as the
angular velocity of any line on the body (two dimensional). Since we have
a quasi-rigid body, the generalisation is not necessarily valid. The line
through the C.GI's l 2, and C. however, is a special case which, for the
quasi-rigid body, has the same properties as the arbitrary line on the rigid
body. This line makes an angle I with coordinate y of a non-rotating axis
system. Iterefore:

Ths objective of the kick routine is to determine the angular inclination,
,, of the upper body reference axis from the vertical. Since the position
of the body reference axis will be defined relative to the position of the
upper body 0.0. by a curve, it is convenient to follow the inclination ofli the line connecting the pivot: point with the upper C.G. (line rt) we will

designate the angle between this line and the y axis a 0'.1. defined as
the angle betveen r. and tho line connecting the pivot point with the com-
bined C.G. (line rj.
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( .WP may now write the expressions relating the torque and the angular

.r [OLZe, + U ]

Howevr, from Figure 21

so that,

or I

Ic

a and b may be simply determined:
CL + b) .,2'+ •-•rr, cos -

From the definition of C.G.:

*• •t,= bt1,

so that:
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we must next detemine expressions for 'i* and Sic rn , r2 and 0'

vill be known or d"terminable, j is defined in terms of theme quantities:

"q.'" T/; " r,s- • ¢o

Differentiating with respect to time yields:

(- Coss.(a~cs'.*W

+ + rLcoi't) (, - r& C0s)

r P the rate of change of the distanoe from the hip pivot to the tog C.G.
ii ,erop so terms containing this may be eliminated. Combining and rearrmn8tng
the remaining torme yiolds:

r. re 6r-r •oss -• r; ý swo'- ri,'
rgi- ' q,- rm c cos *:

Agtain differontiatin8 with respect to time yinidst

-q [ r, ,s - z;,c o se,')[, ri.'c o s 9'r, b' os .+ r,rq, os cos e- "

~r,(� �~ sw.'- ,- SING. r,'reS-•N r. • case-2fri0-r*=O' -

1ali

2 r r CO05 ' 4-2rr S/M ] (r,4 ril - zr, r, cos -a)
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Againp terms containing r will be eliminated. The position of thA upper
body •,C, is taken to var; linearly with propellant expended. Since the
total C0,. shift is on the order of only.,. 1/2 inches during 15 seconds
of burning time, r is quite small and ri s neallgible. Therefore, we
may eliminate tems containing C. (,ombiRing and rearranging the r•aaining

teoms yieldsi

ti , - I (rcs ÷j'-a)r, cosI)' L

4e cos- r,&, 'cos o r, , O4 / , NCO e+ r'SIN- 'CO,

Inspecting the terms in 1and {', it is apparent that many of them contain
r , The significance of these terms is that they represent the motion of
tie body due to the rate of shift of the fuel C.G. at constant mass. It
is apparept that the effect of these terms is small compared with the effect
of Aland 0' and a great deal of simplification results if they may be
de.scarded. This is now done and we get:

r, a osa:-r3CsG'

.IL
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(r•, I r,. - e el r- 0o S'- (," , 2 r, q c •os.W)"

The next items to be determined are expressions forj7L-9/ and -

+ (r, + ,, r r co
(tc AA A A

However,
L' "•'°"• /,Oz =o,

and k0 may be witten as

Thorefowe:

-2

AeiL•.,l• (a, -•,. (

.:,. Appendix D
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and)

01 t.LM: q /Y ....

S(r,#+., r-2=rri cos 4) .r#•.•-tcs'•, ~ .rr 't
"dt

Since r2 Os this reduce@ tat

Th~erefore:

2

oft

q, (,r ,12rr a

71t 2 r , -. Ir, cos) wr, -4 , come '`) 2,4-1e..0)

Vince the change in, (a) due to ; is small compared tq the change due to
0' during the interval of the ki.k, terms containing r are eliminated,
and we are left with:
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it.

I may be expressed as:

12 is obviously '0.

We now repeat the pitching equation of motion

it is epprent that we are now able to evaluate all the term* of the left
hand member and it remains only to evaluate ;r teuaj to allow the solution
of the equation.

The external torque will be contributed by two items:

~ ~ Thrust
Aerodynamic forces

The torque due to thrust will be evaluated next:

The thrust component parallel to the upper body reference axis will be F

Cos eM and that normal to the axis F sin O As may bo seen from Figure 3,

the resultant torque about the combined C.G. will be:

"rTHR.ST ~S/N(W'-')+-xMJ rcaso,4
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We now proceed to evaluate the torque due to aerodynamuo forces, Since
the aerodynoio for'ce due to pitch dampinx will b' small compared to
those'due to translation, we will ignore them, It will be further assumed
that the aerodynamic forces viay be broken into three flat plate drag com-
ponents with little toes of accuracy, Tito components will act normal to
the upper and lovey body axes and parallel to the upper body axis. The
drag forces are repreosnted bo Dip and the negatives of theme forces by
D. The coefficients of the Y6 terms will be represented by f and are
defined by:

., X

so that:

D. v IvlI "0

Friure 4 defines the three drag forces:

Din *iv Cos O +v S I/N 0)IVY 4O wo0, V., S/NV 0 D#-

Sf,(v. Cos, 0 -Vslo) CoIv s 0os - V SI . D;
01 fl(v' S/VP + V, co ) IV' SINQ P Vr COS l a-g

(3 =•e- -~

SI I sN C I q- + 0
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Ah may be seen in Figure 5, the torque due to aerodynamic forces may be
written as:

or

Prom Figure I&, it will be msen that 1I1 lE and lI may be written in termsof previously defined quantities:

Y, r. - C oso(W'-,)

Thus, the torque due to aerodynamic forces is given by:

T~4 ~-(\4 Co +"SV~vcso+v sovN I[x- r, S~(P -Y)J-

f,(, 5 V II0 , 0 VY - r, os(

[f(•,' Cos (s- v, s, ( )I .o),)-) v 'si(e0$, - r, c (.0'.'•V)]

We may now wite the pitching equation of motion in terms of
readily determinable quantities. We first define the torque
equations in consistent terms,
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The sui of the ,oquo du, to thrum t and aerodynaulc forces ire:

':m A'{[*)IM(,"r). ~ cO• S° [( s 0 (0Vr SN 01[/YC q Cs (-1.4 P, sa. ( 0.-)} (va csli-v( /~)v o

VV SINF~o~...).~uve0]
Vy~l, $(Od) r- r~c c0S

wheresi

+ r, ,1/c 0

andp

I

however i

,.. V , V,,,
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so that:,

Ivx +/ (eWe)i C (v .Vr)O(O.) VS $/N(4 )rri COS

The pitch equation of motion will be used in the form:

Writing Ic in the units used for'?:

It + I I ] [r, + r. 2. r, r, cos +÷y)

Writing i in the ame units:

/y- wr+ •5 _______ r) M! (o, 2 +rt z
1W Ott +

2 (N)m' rr, co So5 +.r)
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Sr

i ~~writing "

writen a r
~~C •, cOSo r) 4' S I(,& ]r

S: IN' (0• Cr 05 (os(.4 r) -- ,'r eY
o: r,, rrc (0+'

.lowevpr, as mentioned earlier, •' may be ienoreol compared with 0, so that '

aloso:

i- = - w._. ,,
dw

so that:
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lie finally are Able to write the pitchittg equation of motion:

-. r,' -2 r, r. cos e- ar) + r -I , rC.o 0(. s )1

I" .. .. iN +- 4 FC+g OFC +

[r~ rsr)r]05(

(~[(VV, r. 0s -V, O V. ) c Os 0- V, s /,m~~ 0 YrCos(~~]i [+ W,) c s(0 + 0) vv s I4')

V, vS)cos(.. [)r,,r, C. os +Otx- P4]t, Qrr..6sLNis# )
• l-.SU..•., ,..~ ... ,. + 0

-,ye

-,+ z, 5 M / 4

"tti

... .r, .....-.rr,..os.4.e. .. . +0.. ... ..... ......

I.. 
.

c. 0. 
. ..

e 
.

-::" ~if, ,•r- 2 r, r, c o - ,.,
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To describe the motion of the syatim in the pitch plane, two mor, equations
of motion are required, These are obv.ously:

* I-%

and

The extewnal forces are the thrust weight, and aerodynamic forcee, We

may w.owit* the above equation. as:

•..-00 -_ [,,,D, 1.Vo,,, , COS D, Coo(O.,O)]

expanding the equationat

0): f(,s/C(. , C [v 1Os (V. v') S £Id] VY ' 050 #(VP V'~k) SI (S /V 0)-

f, [(V,,. V.)Co,•-k ,,) 0 I<V,- V-)Co$o-V S,,,,1N~(Co, ) fj[-(V.. j-)Co,(o-
VY hi(" IV)]I•" W C•S (,&#0)+ ( V L' , (0/M + 1) [COS (4"40)])

'f. [(V.. v)cs- V. s0VYS H 0]I(X. co0S 0- V, lt (S/IV )R4V, VW)0oV + 0)+
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The five equations fov 4 x. y, W , and r may be solved imutltaneously
to completely describm the motion of the systm in the pitch plane.
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Model Operator
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Body Oeometry During
Kiok Maneuvwr
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Orientation of Throat Veotor
to Model
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f SYNBOL ORIENTATION USED FOR DRAG ANAL•SIS
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Orientation of Torque Due to

Aerodynamio Forces em Model
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